
Appendix 1 to May 15, 2021 Comment of Prof. Adrian Treves

Appendix 1 — Duties of a Wildlife Trustee

1. A wildlife trustee’s most important duty is not to substantially impair the public asset.

I follow the standard announced in 1892 by the U.S. Supreme Court in Illinois Central Railroad Co. v.

Illinois, that a public trustee must protect and preserve trust resources from “substantial impairment.”

Impairment is defined as “deterioration; injurious lessening or weakening.” [1] As a scientist, I understand

a resource to be impaired when any one of the following conditions are met: (a) the quantity of the

resource has been substantially reduced; (b) the ability of the resource to reproduce or perpetuate itself

has been weakened, reduced, or deteriorated; or (c) the quality of the resource has been weakened,

reduced, or deteriorated.

In the context of the Wisconsin wolf population, I believe DNR, acting as a trustee, has a responsibility to

prevent: (a) the wolf population from dropping to the state listing level of 250; (b) an impairment of the

population’s ability to sustain itself through reproduction; and (c) such harm being done to the

population that DNR is removed as the trustee because the species has been placed back on the

endangered species list, and replaced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a trustee.  so much that the

state trustee is overruled by the federal trustee (in ESA delisting, the USFWS acknowledged it has a

trustee responsibility [2]; and (d) repairing damage when errors are made. These are affirmative duties,

meaning the trustee must act not simply to avoid harm or negligence.

This responsibility leaves us to ask the following questions about Wisconsin wolf management.

A. Has the quantity of the wolf population been weakened, reduced, or deteriorated so much that it

cannot recover by November 2021?

In a manuscript that my colleagues and I currently have under review, [3] we address whether the state

trustee has already allowed substantial impairment of the WI wolf population prior to this date. Our

manuscript presents an optimistic conservative minimum loss of wolves and maximum population size,

not the worst-case precautionary scenario. We conclude the trustee allowed just over 300 wolf-hunters

and wolf-poachers to reduce the state wolf population by 27-33%. We predict that putting wolves back under

endangered species protection for several years (without hunting or high rates of government lethal control) would

allow the population to recover numerically from the 2021 impairment, if reproduction was not also substantially

impaired substantially also.

B. Has the reproductive potential of the Wisconsin wolf population—in other words, the potential for the

population to replenish its quantity and quality—been weakened, reduced, or deteriorated so much that it

cannot recover by November 2021?

We do not know the answer to this question definitively, but the February 2021 wolf hunt was an unprecedented

hazard for the breeding wolf packs that were hunted (whether an alpha was killed or not). A pessimistic view is that

any wolf pack exposed to hunting at that critical period—including pursuit by hounds, snowmobiles, or hunters

with lights at night—faced an elevated risk of failed reproduction through the resorption of fetuses, termination of

estrous receptivity, separation of alphas or other pack members from the pack, and other stressors.
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Packs are family units. A pack that loses a member is more likely to fail to reproduce. Each pack contains one alpha

male, one alpha female, and supernumerary adults that are often genetic relatives who help protect and raise the

young. Therefore, packs disrupted by hunting are less likely to raise a litter of pups in the summer of 2021. How

much lower? We don’t know exactly, but certainly less than under the best conditions measured by Thiel et al. [4]

Their work tells us that an average of 72% of packs produce pups annually (range 57-89%) under the best of

conditions (low-density, recolonizing, full federal ESA protection, no public hunting).

The February 2021 hunt was the worst situation we have seen yet, so a precautionary approach would be to take

the minimum values reported by Thiel et al. at every stage of reproduction as follows: I would expect <57% of all

wolf packs would breed, following Thiel and that number might decline even further once the state estimates how

many wolf packs in total were exposed to hunters and poachers in 2020-2021. The safest precautionary estimate is

that only the handful of wolf packs protected in Indian reservations will reproduce in 2021. Beyond estimating the

number of packs that produced pups as of summer 2021, Thiel also gives us estimates for survival of pups through

November when they are considered independent. Those authors reported an average of 4.8 pups per litter in July

(range 3-6) with ensuing survival averaging 0.2 (range 0.05-0.72). The precautionary approach would be to assume

a bad year for pups, because so many packs lost adults during the previous year, and parents and supernumerary

adults help to feed and protect pups.

Taking the minimum values in each range above, only 22 pups would survive to November 2021, leading to a

predicted 21% decrease in recruitment of young into the population by November. The only way to be sure this

pessimistic scenario is not realized would be to count pups in July in all wolf packs and measure those pups’

survival in the following 6 months. To do so, the DNR should validate counts with blind tests of interobserver

reliability, given experimental evidence of inaccuracy of howling surveys used to estimate pup numbers.[5]

C. Beyond (A) the numbers of adults alive, and (B) the numbers of pups born in 2021, what can we say about

the quality of the wolf population resource in 2021?

Quality is an understudied aspect of predator populations. There has been some work on ecological functionality

or ecological effectiveness of large predators.[6, 7] Although there is little consensus on this topic yet, most experts

agree that social, gregarious predators exert their full functional ecological effects—hunting prey, defending

territories, forming social networks or families—when unexploited in wild ecosystems. Creel and Rotella[8] showed

that any level of human-caused mortality is associated with slow-downs in population growth, hence reproduction

is likely to be affected no matter how light the human-caused mortality.

Wisconsin has rarely had ecosystems without human influence,[9, 10] but it would not be correct to say wolves in

Wisconsin exert their functional, ecological roles under any level of human disturbance and exploitation. We know

that wolf packs in Wisconsin may disband when they lose alphas. 11] Disbanding represents the loss of the

functional, ecological role of that wolf pack in its local area for one year or more. We also know that small

Wisconsin wolf packs (2-3 adults) were more likely to fail to reproduce and disband than large wolf packs, [6-11] and

that smaller wolf packs were more likely to attack farm animals in Wisconsin and beyond. [12-15] Also, Santiago-Ávila

et al.[16] studying wolf-killing in the neighboring state of Michigan, reported that risk for cattle tripled after only one

wolf was killed in a neighboring township. The net change in risk across all spatial scales was +25% after one or

more wolves was killed and regardless of the number of wolves killed at a site.

Therefore, the February 2021 wolf-hunt likely changed the functional, ecological effect (quality) of wolf packs that

lost ANY individual during the hunt. The change would likely be towards more farm animal predation in 2021,
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higher chance of pack disbandment, lost reproduction, and less competency in hunting, defending a territory, and

raising young. Moreover, when packs disband the survivors typically disperse, which may lead to more solitary

wolves. Solitary wolves outside their familiar territories suffer higher mortality,[17] may disrupt neighbors or prey on

domestic animals at a landscape scale, may get into more vehicle collisions leading to property damage and loss of

human life or emigrate from the state of Wisconsin to less disturbed habitats. Any tourism oriented around wolf

packs may have to adjust to the disbandment of some packs and perhaps to surviving wolves’ greater fear of

people.

Although each statement above has a probability that it may or may not occur, the entire scenario is not

speculative. We know exploited wolves respond by pack disbandment and individual dispersal.[11] All of the above

changes alter the quality of the surviving wolves, above and beyond any loss of wolves or pups.

2. The second-highest priority for a wildlife trustee is to preserve uses for future

generations.

Preserving a resource for future generations requires (a) prioritizing future generations’ interests in

preservation over current users’ interests in exploitation; (b) regulating use by current generations to

sustainable levels with precautions against errors; and (c) eliminating illegal, unregulated, or undetected

uses that drain the public asset. Illegal uses should count against the share for legal consumptive users,

not be discounted. When counting current users among the many beneficiaries, the trustee should

distinguish those users who expend the asset for private benefit or for the benefit of the government

and prioritize users who do not expend the asset. These are affirmative duties meaning the trustee must

act protectively and remedially not simply to avoid harm or negligence.

A. Few Wisconsin Current Adults Want to Hunt Wolves. [19]

Even among hunters, our surveys showed how few hunters wanted to use dogs or traps. [20, 21] Yet >80%

of wolves were killed by hound hunters and our 2021 manuscript under review estimates that 218

hunters and <105 poachers took >27-33% of the population.[3]

B. NRB Focused on Maximizing Hunter Access.

Rather than acknowledging the competing interests in wolves (tribal versus state first by federal treaty,

then future generations versus current generations, then state non-consumptive users versus

consumptive users), the NRB (and to a lesser extent DNR) focused on maximizing hunter access and

opportunity by discussing low fee structures, emphasizing no zone closures, and doubling the number of

permits issued.[18] Non-consumptive users are also disenfranchised by the payment structure created by

the government (wildlife feeding requires a permit called a hunting permit, donors to wolf compensation

funds were anonymous until 2012; state park fees are not counted towards the wildlife budget).[22, 23]
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C. Illegal Uses Of Wolves Were Not Counted Correctly And Were Not Counted Against the Quota.

Since 2014, I expressed concern that DNR was not counting mortality correctly, and specifically that it

had under-estimated poaching in 2012 and 2014.[24] In 2017, we proved this arithmetically twice.[25, 26] In

2019 and again in 2020, we showed that collared wolves in Wisconsin were disappearing at very high

rates most likely due to illegal killing, and we showed the DNR how to estimate and model that rate more

accurately. [3, 27-31] We also showed that illegal killing outpaced legal killing since 1980, and that illegal

killing increased when wolf-killing was legalized and liberalized. None of this was properly accounted for

on February 15, 2021, when DNR recommended a quota for legal wolf-killing and claimed background

non-harvest human-caused mortality was 14%. As a result of taking our estimates into account, scientists

would find that half of the recommended quota would already be dead from poaching and additional,

new mortality between November 3, 2020 and April 14, 2021.[3] That in itself would have more than

halved the recommended quota.

D. The affirmative duties of a trustee include strict enforcement against illegal uses and reparations

for losses of public assets.

Performing the duties of a trustee might include conducting law enforcement investigations, community

policing, and public relations campaigns informing hunters the legal quota would be diminished by illegal

killing. We did not see such efforts and indeed, collection of information from legally killed wolves was

curtailed. For example, DNR did not ask hunters to turn in wolf carcasses for inspection, as would have

fallen within its discretionary authority. [3] Such carcass inspections are valuable for discerning causes of

death, sexing wolves, aging wolves, and collection of reproductive tracts to estimate how many breeding

females were killed. [32] Hunter self-reports are no substitute because they lack information on

reproductive status of females, and age estimation is guesswork by untrained individuals. Even DNR

biologists have made substantial errors in age estimation based on size of wolves.[25] Furthermore, failure

to collect more than the 20 carcasses voluntarily turned in by hunters made it impossible to measure

whether illegal methods such as hound bites or poison had been used.

3. The third-highest priority for a wildlife trustee is to prove transparently that it is doing

the above priorities effectively and cost-efficiently.

This type of transparency requires (a) sophisticated, clear accounting using the best available science for

wildlife protection and regulation of human uses; (b) accountability to all the beneficiaries; (c) correcting

errors in the record forthrightly and honestly; and (d) the trustee must be incorruptible and independent

of beneficiaries.

A. Balancing competing interests among beneficiaries

For the relationships to beneficiaries and trustee accountability, I draw the DNR’s attention to work on

the duties of public trustees.[23, 33-40] [41-46]
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One of the most challenging actions for a trustee will be to balance competing interests among

legitimate beneficiaries. I provide an example below that includes future generations as first priority,

then current users secondary with a federally imposed balance between Ojibwe tribal interests and

wolf-killing interests as a subcomponent of current users, though not the entire universe (see above). For

example, the decision to hunt wolves (or to challenge an existing hunting system) would pit current adult

human groups against each other, such as the Ojibwe tribal governments against the largely

Euro-American, male carnivore-hunters in Wisconsin.[47-49] We present a hypothetical example of the very

different demands each such current human group might make in Figure 1. Similar competing interests

might be analyzed and considered equitably for non-anthropocentric interests, which would not play out

quantitatively in terms of wolf-killing but qualitatively in terms of individual, community, and aggregated

biotic well-being and health. The caption of Figure 1 explains why a trustee-advocate would have to

understand the science, the ethics of decision-making, the law, and the competing interests within their

constituency to balance those interests and argue for their constituents as a whole.“ Internal citations

updated).[38]

B. B. Trustee Must Understand and Follow Science and Principles of Scientific Integrity

To know how to provide a clear and sophisticated accounting, DNR and other trustees should

understand and follow the dictates of scientific integrity. Science is the best way of understanding the
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universe ever found by humans, and it works by observing phenomena to explain the causes of those

phenomena or predict their consequences. By observation, I mean measurements and descriptions of all

sorts. By phenomena, I mean any material, process, or event. By cause and consequence, I am referring

to cause-and-effect relationships among objects, events, and processes.

The fundamental building blocks, without which we do not recognize science, are transparency and

reproducibility. Decades of scientific work have explored gaps in scientific integrity that reduce the

validity or applicability of scientific studies. [50-105] Below I summarize the decades of work that the

preceding citations represent. There are other elements of scientific integrity that are important such as

enhancing fair-mindedness and protecting the subjects of research if they are sentient or can otherwise

be harmed. I refer the interested reader to extensie work on these topics, but I restrict myself to the

fundamental building blocks of transparency, reproducibility, and independent review because

experience across many disciplines shows that this where errors in science most commonly arise.

Transparency is the most fundamental principle of scientific integrity because without clear

communication or representation of methods and results no one — not even the original observer —

can describe what they observed and repeat it. By methods and results of observations, I include clear

descriptions of all assumptions, inputs of data, materials, inputs of skills, instruments, steps, analyses,

procedures, and the intermediate results and final outputs. I recommend DNR put priority on

transparency of data, assumptions, analyses, and models because the history of wolf science by the state

and its allied scientists has been marred by gaps in transparency, [16, 28, 36, 106] including omission of

methods, omission of population models, keeping data sets secret, and failing to disclose financial and

non-financial competing interests.

By reproducibility I mean the ability to repeat all methods and replicate all findings. If a result is not

reproducible by the first observer to the satisfaction of others, or better yet by others following the clear

instructions, the result is not science. That is how transparency is linked to reproducibility. I recommend

DNR use reproducibility as a litmus test for its scientific claims. Again the history of wolf science by the

state and its allied scientists has been marred by irreproducible results.[28, 36, 107-110] (See Appendix 2 for a

discussion of lessons learned about irreproducible quota-setting in 2021).

With transparency and reproducibility, the single observer on their own in the universe might do science

and be satisfied. However in the real world, scientists communicate their findings to others and

sometimes others choose to make use of the findings. Thus a third foundation of science is independent

review. Without transparency, no such communications would be possible. If other observers cannot

replicate or use the findings, the knowledge is unlikely to persist for long. Hence, independent review

pre- and post-publication help to transfer knowledge and assure its utility in the long-term. I recommend

DNR engage authentically independent review. with public disclosure of potentially competing interests

suitably anonymized to protect individual scientists from unfair accusations or scrutiny. Again, the history

of wolf science in Wisconsin shows gaps in the independence of review. [35, 36, 92, 96, 106]
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With the three fundamental building blocks of transparency, reproducibility, and independent review

above, I have described a system that could adjudicate between competing claims about the universe.

Different observers or even the same observer holding different perspectives (or opposed hypotheses) in

mind, might come up with competing observations or inferences.[111] This leads me to describe a fourth

fundamental principle of science.

Some observations and inferences are stronger than others where better refers to their accuracy,

precision, or reliability (validity hereafter). I have written extensively about strength of inference. [112] At

times, competing scientific claims or competing methods are applied to the same societal questions and

these competing scientific claims or methods can be judged relatively more or less valid. Even untrained

observers can learn to distinguish more and less valid scientific findings by their methods. Take for

example, the difference between pure observation and controlled experiments. The history of science is

littered with hundreds of examples of where controlled experiments have superseded observations or

even sophisticated correlations because the method of controlled experimentation yields stronger

inference. Likewise, methods of observation are weaker or stronger as the steady progress of

technological advances in microscopes has illustrated. Similarly in other areas of science, weak methods

of observation have been superseded by stronger ones, such that one can no longer publish science with

out-of-date methods. Progress in science reflects both advances in methods and improvements in

independent review to detect shortcomings in research submitted to that review.

Anything that interferes with independent review should be suspect. For an academic scientist like me

who cannot claim any research is valid evidence until it has passed peer review, I look askance at many

scientific claims made by wildlife agencies that are never subjected to authentic independent review.

Scientific journals engage anonymous peer review commonly to bring non-experts such as editors

together with content experts (peer scientists) to confer on a new submission before publishing it. Yet

post-publication review is equally important because peer review is fallible. And ultimately

post-publication review is stronger and lasts forever as peers try to replicate findings and advance

understanding of the phenomena, their causes, and their consequences. Scientific journals have begun

to recognize the problem that independent review may introduce bias because editors and peer

reviewers may be more likely to advance (approve) novel or exciting results and less likely to advance

uninteresting confirmatory or counter-theoretical findings. This has resulted in a bias towards publishing

flashy results, many of which have proven irreproducible, and not publishing results that reject flashy

findings, null results that do not confirm or reject widespread theories, or reject replications of findings

that reviewers assumed true.

To counter these biases that can slow the progress of science and lead to wasted resources on false

results, many publishers and editors are instituting review processes that begin with independent review

of methods prior to data being collected or results analyzed. Therefore, independent review first

evaluated the soundness of methods while naive to the wresults. A second round of review follows after

data are collected or results analyzed. This form of scientific publication is called a registered report and

protects both researchers and reviewers from bias. Although common now in journals, it has only been

so in the last few years. A consequence of this is that almost none of the wolf science used in Wisconsin
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has undergone such rigorous protection against publication bias. However, one article on Mexican wolf

mortality published in 2020 was a registered report. [113]

This method for producing the best available science has direct and highly relevant implications for

Wisconsin wolf science today. The article on Mexican wolf mortality replicates a scientific study of

Wisconsin’s wolves in many particulars. [31, 113] It deserves the attention of DNR because it quantifies how

much cryptic poaching increases (121% on average) after loosening endangered species protections on

wolves. It also shows that poaching switched from more overt to more cryptic during periods with less

federal protection and did so independently of the number of wolves removed by the USFWS. [113]

D. Common Pitfalls In Scientific Integrity Often Arise in Scientific Claims Made by Wildlife

Agencies.

The most common pitfall that affects both trained and untrained observers is to judge the validity of

science based on whether we like or dislike the results. Stated this way, it seems obvious that an

unscientific personal value judgment has interfered with unbiased evaluation of the scientific methods

used. There is a common and widely accepted defense against this human weakness when it comes to

doing science. That is the method of multiple working hypotheses. [111] Although in practice many

scientists fail at this, it is at least accepted if not enforced. In our current context there are a few

examples of failures from Wisconsin wolf science. For example, some papers have  approached our work

with a preference for a particular result, yet provided zero additional evidence for their their preferred

negative density-dependent growth in Wisconsin’s wolf population from 1995 to2012.[114-116] As we

demonstrated, two show antipathy to the result they are attempting to discredit, and one (lson et al.)

makes errors and shows a double standard about evidence that basically suggests they are right because

they and state agencies say so. [109, 110] Arguments without evidence are unscientific. The previous debate

illustrates the problem of favoring results rather than better methods.

Another common pitfall is to dismiss science for spurious reasons to conceal that politics or other

influences prefer policies that are not supported by the science. Common objections to science that

agencies do not like in my experience is to label it retrospective (this is nonsense because all science is

retrospective at some point), or of limited generality because it focuses on one locale or one point in

time (this may be a fair criticism if evidence is presented for the greater generality of another finding but

in isolation the criticism is anti-science because it asks the listener to trust the greater understanding and

experience of the critic without substantiating their own claims. Another common criticism is that the

analysts lack experience or authority or a deep understanding of the situation on the ground. Again until

evidence is presented for scientific findings that are more transparent, reproducible, or reliable through

independent review, this too is an unscientific criticism. Finally, a common pitfall is to take a shortcut

through independent review. This takes two forms such as cherry-picking the reviewers so they are

like-minded or beholden to the scientist seeking to publish or use the research. A variant is to deny

post-publication review and claim that the peer review that allowed something to be published is

sufficient. Peer review before publication is necessarily flawed by two common features of scientific

review. First, time is short and few if any peer reviewers have the time, resources, or skills to reproduce
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findings so they are limited to reading and perhaps re-analyzing data. Second, many peer reviewers have

competing interests, often undisclosed ones that are non-financial when their careers are built on or

advance by endorsing certain results. [106]

Finally, a common pitfall in scientific methods is incomplete transparency. Often assumptions are not

laid bare. Assumptions can materially influence results and there is a clear example of this in Wisconsin

wolf science. [36] The population model presented in the 1999 wolf management plan[117] and 2006/2007

addendum[118] assumed negative density-dependence on wolf population growth and under-estimates

state carrying capacity, while simultaneously omitting mention of changes in census methods that would

have required an alternative hypothesis for the pattern of population changes. [36] Arguably, those

unstated and in some cases clearly erroneous assumptions got us in the controversy we now find

ourselves. These are not ancient history given the 1999 wolf management plan is still a regulatory

mechanism today. Furthermore, we reported a change in poaching rates when wolf census methods

changed,[31] so I alert DNR to the need to study the effects of switching to the occupancy model as it

might raise poaching rates. Likewise, we found a very strong effect of winter on the disappearance of

radio-collared wolves,[31] which argues for heightened law enforcement during snow-covered periods

without federal protections. In sum, from the standpoint of scientific integrity (and trustee duty to act

effectively against illegal actors), cherished assumptions about wolf population growth, census methods,

poaching, and legal, lethal management should be reviewed in light of the latest, best available science,

with a lens for which science is most transparent, reproducible, and underwent the most strenuous

independent review.
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Appendix 2 — Lessons Learned from 2020-2021

I have examined the lessons learned from Wisconsin’s wolf policy between April 15, 2020 and February

28, 2021, based on scientific evaluation of documentary and oral reports by the DNR and NRB. Of

particular interest was the February 2021 wolf-hunt which was unprecedented in several features:

● The hunt was held during the last week in February, so it would overlap with wolf mating

season. The state has never held such a hunt before.

● The February hunt allowed night-time hunting, pursuit by hounds in deep snow, and pursuit by

snowmobile.

● To my knowledge there has never been any peer-reviewed research about the effects of this

combination of methods and timing of a hunt on a wolf population.

● Finally the NRB’s explicit desire to set a “conservative” quota for hunting Wisconsin’s wolves,[18]

suggests a different approach than was taken in the February 2021 hunt. As a  scientist, I

interpret conservative assumptions or conservative methods as those that are less likely to cause

error. Given the DNR did not present opposed hypotheses and presented only a single quota

recommendation, I assume the nature of the concern about a conservative quota reflects the

NRB’s concern with an error or an outcome that would be criticized by outside parties as

excessive; either excessive in the sense of risking the wolf population, or excessive in the sense

of an outcome that would shock observers and trigger an action undesirable to the NRB.

I.  Sources of Information

In addition to my own research on wolves in Wisconsin since 2000, I had five official pieces of

information for my review dating from April 2020 to February 15, 2021: the 2021 greensheet; [119] an oral

testimony from a transcript of the February 15, 2021 NRB special meeting,[18] an informal, unsigned

document in pdf format distributed with the NRB agenda on 22 January 2021; [120] and the state wolf

population report for April 2020. [121]

Accordingly, I evaluated the wolf science used by the DNR to recommend a quota for the February 22-24,

2021 Wisconsin wolf-hunt. I also consider the responses of the NRB when they set the legal quota.

Hereafter I refer to 200 as the recommended quota to distinguish it from the actual legal statewide

quota (119) after tribal declaration or actual kill (218). I looked for three elements in particular: an

evidence base that seemed as accurate, precise, and reliable as might be expected from current

knowledge and technologies, scientific integrity in how evidence was handled (transparency,

reproducibility, independent review), and a conservative quota.
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II. Evaluation of DNR’s Conclusions and Methods

A. DNR’s Objective.

The 2021 greensheet made “Quota recommendations to maintain the current population.” [119] That

quotation matches the stated objective of the wolf-hunt published by DNR in several other official sites

and communications as “to allow for a sustainable harvest that neither increases nor decreases the

state's wolf population…The DNR is actively working to prepare for a fall 2021 wolf harvest season

through a transparent and science-based process.”

(https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic/hunt/wolf/index.html accessed April 15 2021). I treat the above two

statements as equivalent and treat them as the intended goal of DNR.

Despite DNR’s objective not to decrease or increase the current wolf population, I note that the NRB

questioned that objective several times in oral proceedings, apparently because several members of the

NRB seemed to express an interest in lowering the wolf population to the 1999 population goal of 350

wolves outside of Native American reservations.[18]

Neither the DNR objective to maintain the current population nor the NRB mention of 350 wolves are

scientific issues per se. They are not scientific issues because they represent value judgments about how

many wolves should be allowed to remain alive in Wisconsin. Science does not tell us what we ought to

do. That decision was a value judgment in 1999 not a scientific output [36] and remains a value judgment

today. Nevertheless, the DNR objective to “maintain the current population” and recommend a quota

that would attain that objective are recommendations that can be evaluated scientifically. For example,

one can ask “Will the recommended quota maintain the current wolf population? What are the risks of

decrease or increase? Did the DNR follow a transparent, science-based process in developing that

recommendation?”

B. Science Presented on February 15, 2021.

I read the 2021 greensheet and previous greensheets from 2012-2014[122-124] and I believe that they

should summarize the scientific basis for quota recommendations preceding wolf-hunts in Wisconsin.

One immediate conclusion is that the 2021 greensheet [119] is spare in details, offers one data depiction (a

map of hunting zones), and contains no citations to scientific literature, in contrast to the prior years

enumerated above. For comparison the 2012 greensheet contained 22 references to scientific studies,

but the 2014 green sheet reduced that number to 2 but included 10 pages of text and 10 data

depictions. Although the 2021 greensheet itself seems to lack specifics of the science, there is also the

unsigned, informal document presented on January 22, 2021 to the NRB.[120] That document contains

historical data, which I apply when appropriate below.

The 2021 greensheet [119]explains that the DNR recommended a quota after considering “several factors”.

The DNR named five such factors and enumerated them along with some explanation of why they may

be important to “a transparent and science-based process.”
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(https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic/hunt/wolf/index.html accessed April 15, 2021) before recommending a

quota. I also evaluate how the handling of factors preceding the recommendation of a quota were or

were not “conservative” in the sense defined above.

C. Factors Used By DNR to Recommend a Quota.

1. The “current population” estimate.

DNR used 1,195 wolves as its current population estimate, which I believe is the central point estimate

from an unpublished occupancy model due to be published soon. Note this was not the wolf population

in February 2021 which would have changed from that of April 2020 by the addition of young of the year

that survived to February, the deduction of deaths of any wolf before February 22 when the wolf-hunt

began, and by a net change due to migration of wolves from neighboring states. Nevertheless, the

common parlance holds the current population estimate to be that of last April, which is referred to as

the late winter count and does not include pups born in 2020 that would have been conceived in Jan-Feb

2020 and might have survived to21 February 2021. Below, I point out scientific problems, lack of

transparency, and an approach that is not “conservative” when the DNR uses 1,195 as the current

population estimate.

a. April 2020 Population Estimates and How to Interpret Them.

The state population estimate for April 2020 was 1034-1057, presented in May 2020[121] and again on

January 22, 2021 (p.2 item 4). [120] That estimate took into account the estimate of 1195 (957-1273) in

Figure 2 from an unpublished occupancy model. Therefore, DNR offers various population estimates

ranging from 957-1573 depending on methods and their bounds of certainty. Note that the occupancy

model estimates for three years running seem to fall above the official state estimate (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Wisconsin DNR data showing wolf population estimates, taken from
https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/calendar/meeting/42691#:~:text=Time%3A%2011%3A30%20a.m.%20%2D%202%3A30%
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20p.m.&text=The%202021%20Harvest%20Committee%20Meeting,providing%20Wolf%20Monitoring%20Program
%20updates (accessed April 27, 2021).

In the last three years (2018-2020), two methods for counting wolves in Wisconsin are presented for

comparison along with the respective values within the graph’s frame. The occupancy model provides a

range of values that appear to be box plots (open with medians (dark line in rectangles), and first and

last quartiles (dashed vertical lines). The older method is presented as point estimates apparently,

although they typically have lower and upper bounds as shown in the data table within the frame.

The 1,195 estimate was used in the 2021 greensheet and discussed during the oral component by the

DNR and NRB during the oral session. [18, 119] However the 1.195 estimate was presented without the

uncertainty attached to that estimate. In science, such point estimates are rarely presented without

bounds that tell the reader the confidence one should have in the value. Given it would have been

trivially easy to mention the bounds, I don’t understand why it was not presented, especially given

discussion of a “conservative” quota. A conservative quota would use the lower bound of 957 to reduce

the risk of error. The 1.195 estimate was presented by DNR without discussion of why it was chosen and

not the 1034-1057 or a range of values. Indeed, DNR had an opportunity for DNR to explain when an

NRB member questioned 1,195 as too low without presenting his evidence. The DNR might have profited

from his apparent interest to discuss confidence in the estimate, the alternative estimates, and why the

DNR chose 1195. Finally, the DNR data presented in Figure 2, might have inspired the DNR to claim that

1/195 was conservative relative to the NRB member’s unsupported assertion there are more wolves in

the state.

Neither did DNR justify its choice of 1,195 scientifically. Indeed that would have been difficult for several

reasons. First 1034-1057 is consistent with independent, scientific information on the average size of

packs in WI since the 1980s (approximately 4 wolves per pack in the pre-pup late winter count in April
[125]). In April 2020, the DNR reported the state contained 256 wolf packs, [121] hence one would expect

1,024 wolves in the state plus a handful of loners and transients. [125] The higher estimate of 1195 implies

on average 42 packs were missed, which is unprecedented in the state wolf population estimate.

Secondly, the occupancy model tends to systematically exceed the census method that has been used in

Wisconsin since 1980 (Figure 2), and when one has two independent methods for estimating the same

value one does not generally choose the one that has not undergone peer review (as of writing); nor

does one discard the one that has years of validation as has the older method that estimates the

population with greater certainty (1034-1057 wolves). Although the occupancy model appears to

correlate closely to the older method, it does appear to systematically produce higher estimates, which

deserves further statistical scrutiny and perhaps adjustment of methods, rather than a single-minded

focus on the new method.

Third, the official state report on wolf population monitoring includes methods additional to the

occupancy sample and appears to integrate multiple sources of information. Such redundancy creates

independent checks on validity as described above.
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Fourth, the occupancy model did not exist at the time of the 2012-2014 wolf-hunts (Figure 2) thereby

creating the appearance of mixing apples and oranges. Namely they had a comparable population

estimate for 2012-2014 with quotas [120], yet they chose to use the output of the new method for

counting wolves when deciding on a quota for a wolf-hunt that entailed novel timing with novel methods

for hunting.

Finally, the 22 January 2021 NRB meeting at which they chose not to recommend or set a quota, the

DNR used 1034 [120]. Altogether, the DNR use of population estimates looks capricious and unscientific.

Scientifically, the conservative approach is to take the lower bound (less likely to make an error that

would concern the NRB such as depleting the wolf population too much) which would be 957 for the

new method, or use the lower bound of the estimate that is time-tested (1034). My concern resurfaces

about applying the new occupancy model below when the DNR claims to apply 2012-2014 experiences

in 2021.

Given the DNR emphasis on 1195 in the 15 Feb 2021 NRB meeting and greensheet [18, 119], it seems

reasonable to assume that they used that estimate of 1195 when they performed the science described

below prior to recommending the quota.

b. Use of April 2020 population estimate Rather than Predicting February 2020 Population.

Regardless of the value selected for the April 2020 “current population estimate, recommending a quota

based on April 2020 rather than February 2021 is bound to provide lower confidence in the quota than

using the population estimate from February 2021 as the “current population estimate”. Indeed, it is

somewhat perplexing that they did not use the information they had at hand on average population

growth, births, and deaths. I expect they would answer that they did consider change in the “current

population size” from April 2020-February 2021 but did so behind the scenes within other factors.

Transparency is better served by explicit mentions. In this case, being transparent would have meant that

they would make some effort to estimate the number of births and deaths from April 2020-February

2021.

A population is stable or stabilized when births = deaths in a given reproductive cycle. For wolves that

reproduce once per year, when the annual birth rate - the annual death rate = 0 the population should

be more or less stable from one year to the next. I write “more or less” for two reasons. First, migration

in and out of wild populations is sometimes a large enough factor to be included in the equation ad

births - deaths = net migration (immigration - emigration) = 0 but it is common to assume zero migration

and I assume DNR dismissed migration given it never mentioned migration in the meeting in which the

quota was set. [18] The second reason I write “more or less” is the inevitable fact of measurement error

and the inevitable influence of environmental variability that make estimates of birth rates and death

rates uncertain. But DNR made mention of the uncertainty about their estimates of death rates during

the meeting setting the quota, and no mention at all of birth rates.
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To explain why I assert this, I should explain that wolves in the Western Great Lakes region have one

birth season each year in May, that pups are counted as adults by November, adults mate in January or

February, only one pair per pack mates each winter, and the cycle repeats. [126, 127] Therefore, the “current

population estimate” in February 2021 would have been estimable from the April 2020 estimate plus

births - deaths.

Although migration in and out of the state undetectably creates some error, migration has been dwarfed

in magnitude by the residents’ births and deaths since the 1990s. [4, 25, 128] Therefore, the DNR could have

at least mentioned estimating wolf population size in February 2021 using scientific studies they are well

aware of. For example, we have estimated the survival of individual radio-collared wolves and adjusted

that survival rate for federal delisting that took place on November 3, 2020. [31] We did so in relatively

short time frame in a paper under peer review at present and we share it here. [3]

Even if DNR chose not to attempt to estimate births and deaths (an uncertain process), itcould have

adjusted the expected growth rate since April 2020 using our thrice validated estimates of decrements in

population growth after that delisting, as predicted in a prior study. [108] which has recently been

replicated in different population. [113] The DNR was aware of both estimates and they were published

open access (free of charge), in top international scientific journals. Indeed, a lively debate in 2017 that

involved authors they work with closely ensures they knew of the work. [110] Moreover all of the results

had been presented to the USFWS in 2019 in my official peer review of the Federal Register proposed

rule for delisting wolves nationwide including in Wisconsin (with which the WI DNR has long been closely

working towards delisting). Also I sent in written testimony to DNR in January 2021, and pointed it to my

official peer review for the USFWS and my memo to the White House in September 2020/ [129] In prior

years 2012-2016, I had also informed Dr. D. MacFarland of the findings at various times in oral and

written communications. In short, these studies were known to Dr. MacFarland of DNR, but DNR either

did not use this science or was not transparent about it.

DNR should have acknowledged the likely reduction in the population size since April 2020, estimated it,

or explained what science they were using to estimate the actual current population size. Neither I nor

anyone can assess if they were conservative because the 2021 greensheet presents insufficient

information to know how they recommended the quota.

2. “The population’s response to harvest in the 2012-2014 seasons.”

The 2021 greensheet does not explain what “the population’s response to harvest in the 2012-2014

seasons” means. One has to assume the DNR looked at quotas and subsequent population reductions

and made some simple assumption that the Wisconsin wolf population response in 2021 would

resemble that of wolf-hunts held three times from 2012-2014. I describe several concerns with that

assumption in 2A below.
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As noted previously, DNR switched to a new method of estimating the population size without justifying

that choice. It now claims that consideration of the quotas from 2012-2014 in light of the respective

populations counted by the older method would yield insight into its quota recommendation. Common

sense in science would have warned them of the potential for error in so doing. If the new census

method is highly uncertain (as it is shown to be in Figure 2) then the risk posed by a quota of size x is

correspondingly uncertain. They should have selected the more certain estimate of 1034-1057 to argue

explicitly that the wolf population responses from 2012-2014 would have produced a similar change

once adjusted for the recommended quota of 200.

A rebuttal of comparing apples to oranges above might claim DNR considered the ratio of the quotas to

the population estimates and the associated estimate of population changes. If so, why didn’t it write

that? Regardless, the wolf-hunts in 2012-2014 were so different that they might not be comparable. I

noted the unprecedented timing and methods used in the 2021 wolf-hunt. [120] In 2012, hounds were

prohibited by court order. In 2013-2014 as far as I know night-time hunting was prohibited by order of

the governor. The 2012-2014 wolf-hunts all ended before December 31 in their respective years. All of

the differences were predictable, therefore, in my expert opinion DNR only looked at past quotas and

population reductions qualitatively. Indeed, oral testimony by Dr. D. MacFarland suggests DNR used a

value drawn from the scientific literature (Section 4 below) rather than some synthesis of past

wolf-hunts. This factor lacks transparency.

3. “The Current Management Plan.”

The current management plan refers to the 1999 wolf management plan and its 2006/2007 addendum.

It is unclear to me what element of that plan the DNR would have used other than the above-mentioned

reference to the 1999 “population goal” of 350 wolves. Our research has shown that the 1999 wolf

population goal was a value judgment not the product of scientific analysis. [28, 36] Moreover, our research

has shown that any scientific analysis presented in that plan was flawed by omission of important

information about changes in the wolf census methods and a misleading blurring of the line between

value judgments and outputs of scientific models. Therefore, I either ignore the reference to “current

management plan” as only implying compliance with the law. Either way I do not address it further with

regard to recommending a quota because it lacks transparency, conservative methods, or usable science.

In section 4, I examine the nature and quality of the scientific literature used to recommend the quota. I

find the DNR was not transparent about scientific studies that should have informed its recommended

quota and failed to weigh which scientific studies were more reliable based on internationally accepted

standards of transparency, reproducibility, and independent review. [50, 82, 106]

4. “The Scientific Literature”

No scientific literature was cited in the 2021 greensheet but during the February 15, 2021 NRB meeting

two scientific studies were mentioned by name. [18, 119] DNR representative Dr. David MacFarland only

mentioned two articles from the scientific literature by name (Fuller et al. 2003 and Adams et al. 2008).
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They claimed there are two studies when there are at least four such studies in actual fact. Below, I

explain why this inaccuracy undermines the scientific basis for the recommended quota, and examine if

the scientific literature was examined for birth or mortality.

a. Inaccuracy Undermines Basis for Recommended Quota.

Dr. MacFarland identified two published scientific articles they used to estimate sustainable mortality

(24% between the Fuller et al.[127] model predicting an average of 22% and the Adams et al.[130] model

predicting an average of 29%). Dr. MacFarland appears to assert these are the only two reviews of wolf

population dynamics that estimated a sustainable rate of human-caused mortality. [18] That assertion is

incorrect.

One review by Creel and Rotella[8] who wrote “Contrary to current conventional wisdom, there was a

strong association between human offtake and total mortality rates across North American wolf

populations. Human offtake was associated with a strongly additive or super-additive increase in total

mortality. Population growth declined as human offtake increased, even at low rates of offtake.”

(abstract) and that the rate of human-caused mortality annually that would lead to no average reduction

or increase in the population was 24.5% (15-34%) for populations other than those of the Northern

Rockies. [8. Note the wide margin of uncertainty that makes the lower bound conservative 15%, not the

24% rate allegedly used by DNR. [18] Also Vucetich[131] reported overall lower rates of human-caused

mortality needed to stabilize population abundance, in addition to agreeing with Creel and Rotella[8] that

any level of human-caused mortality would trigger a reduction in population growth without

compensatory mortality. Vucetich added that that downward trend seemed to accelerate as

human-caused mortality increased. Therefore, there are more than two studies relevant to DNR

recommending a quota.

DNR chose to use a rate of human hunting of 24% and claimed it was conservative, but it did so while

seeming to suggest the lower bound was 22% (Fuller) and the upper bound was 29% (Adams), whereas

actually the lower bound was 15% or lower. I had pointed this issue out to DNRin 2017. [23] Nor didDNR

mention that the recent reviews they omitted found no compensation but rather super-additive

mortality and accelerating losses as human-caused mortality increases. Therefore 24% is far from a

conservative estimate of sustainable human-caused mortality.

b. DNR did not Consider Relevant Scientific Literature.

Below I explain why I find DNR did not consider all of the relevant scientific literature from Wisconsin,

did not mention the most recent literature from Wisconsin, nor did it mention that it did (or should)

weigh the quality of the science it used compared to the quality of the science it chose to ignore.

Oral testimony is necessarily concise and fragmentary. Nevertheless, the DNR (MacFarland) identified

the non-harvest mortality rate DNR used (14%) without citing a source. I assume DNR used Stenglein et

al.’s body of work to come up with 14% background rate of non-harvest, human-caused mortality[133-138]
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but I should not have to assume. It would have been simple and transparent to cite her in the greensheet

as DNR has done in prior years. [122] That fails the test of transparency. Moreover, DNR’s estimate is too

low as recent studies show. I summarize that evidence below.

However, fixing the oversight in using 14% as the annual mortality rate is not settled by citing its source.

Several questions remain for a scientist presented with the above information. Why was 14% presented

without uncertainty (bounds of error or variability that all scientific estimates come with when one

considers measurement error and uncertainty due to annual variability among other things). I see

nothing stopping DNR from recommending a range of quotas based on a range of background mortality

rates. That would have transparently communicated uncertainty and allowed the NRB to select a single

number from within that range of values. That is precisely what we recommended. [36]

Mortality in particular should always be presented with bounds of uncertainty because there is great

uncertainty about wolf deaths in the wild, even when estimating background mortality only from

radio-collared wolves. I had explained the problems with mortality estimation to D. MacFarland directly

in 2014, [24] addressing an official DNR document of the time so he is aware of the issue from me and

because he is himself a published scientist used to estimating mortality rates. The omission of citation

and confidence bounds was not a scientific oversight.

DNR’s 14% background non-harvest, human-caused mortality rate does not accord with the published

estimates of total mortality of which I am aware. Stenglein et al.[135] estimated mortality in the years

preceding 2012 at 21-24% for radio-collared wolves and Treves et al.[25] estimated it for adult

radio-collared wolves at 19% (standard deviation or sd 9%) and non-radio-collared wolves at 47% (sd

19%). As stated, DNR’s 14% estimate was “non-harvest, human-caused”. Therefore, if their 14% estimate

is to accord with Stenglein’s estimate they must have deducted the nonhuman component. However, we

have proven with simple algebra that Stenglein et al. miscalculated legal human mortality from

1980-2012 which led to an under-estimate of other human causes of mortality by 17-36 expressed as a

percentage of all deaths.[26] Converting this to an annual rate and using her published 21-24% rate cited

above, suggests non-harvest human-caused mortality would actually be 15.5-17.8%. Therefore I infer

that the DNR under-estimated the background mortality rate, even if one accepts Stenglein’s estimate as

accurate for non-collared wolves, which I do not.

Furthermore, Stenglein’s estimate comes from radio-collared wolves but I provided an estimate for

non-radioed wolves that make up the vast majority of Wisconsin’s wolf population and we hypothesized

that non-radio-collared wolves suffer higher annual mortality rates, [25] which could be more than double

the rate of radio-collared wolves. Similar differences between collared and uncollated individuals among

Alaskan gray wolves, [139] Polish gray wolves (forthcoming), and wolverines (forthcoming). Furthermore,

the most recent estimate published in the best scientific journal to yet publish Wisconsin wolf mortality

rates[31] estimated the background mortality closer to 40-60% (not annually but since a wolf underwent

collaring for radio-telemetry, from which one can deduct the cumulative incidence of nonhuman

mortality which DNR wished to estimate. Therefore, the conservative approach would be to use the
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upper bound of mortality estimates from radio-collared wolves as a minimum and available estimates of

mortality among non-radioed wolves to recommend a quota. Neither was done.

c.  Failure to Consult with Available Experts.

I am just down the road from the DNR headquarters and easily reachable by phone or by email yet the

DNR has not consulted me on wolf mortality since 2012. We made these scientific studies freely

available at my lab website, on the publisher’s page, referred to them in numerous media reports, and

shared with DNR our report to the USFWS on the subject, so I see no reason why Dr. MacFarland would

be unaware of the work.

5.  Estimated Impacts of Harvest Quotas.

DNR also calculated the quota based on “estimated impacts of various February 2021 harvest quotas

resulting from population model projections.” Without citation to published scientific studies or

transparency about the scenarios, one cannot evaluate what DNR did in the background to recommend

a quota.

I surmise the background work employed the models of Stenglein cited previously and van Deelen. [28]

For each one, I mention a concern with the work that raises questions about the design of the model and

validity of their findings. For all but the last study, I have previously published my concerns. [28, 36]

• Van Deelen 2009 used an inaccurate estimate of carrying capacity and omitted mention of

changes in wolf census methods that significantly altered the inter annual variability in wolf

counts. By representing only one scenario for “maximum sustained yield” (sic), he inserted his

own personal value judgment into a state policy debate but did so non-transparently.

Furthermore, that model erroneously assumed negative density-dependence without evaluating

the evidence that argued against such an assumption. 

• Stenglein et al. 2015 did not present reproducible evidence for negative density-dependence

on recruitment of juveniles, assumed the effect of policy periods which were fictitious, and failed

to account for changes in wolf census methods.Nor did this paper publish data on birth, juvenile

survival, and mortality to allow replication. 

• Stenglein et al. 2016, 2018 have some of the above flaws and the 2018 papers add a new one.

Its model apparently supporting compensatory mortality in Wisconsin’s wolves from 2004-2013

took methodological steps that were neither conservative nor justified scientifically. They pooled

nonhuman causes of death with unknown causes (cases in which the recovered wolf carcass’

cause of death could not be ascertained). We showed that the timing of unknown deaths since

collaring was inconsistent with such pooling. [25, 31] Furthermore, that step tends to

under-estimate human-caused mortality adding to the problems noted above.
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III.   February 2021 Hunt Lacked Scientific Hallmarks Of Sustainability.

Several scientific criteria must be met to claim that killing a quota during a wolf-hunt, “neither increases

nor decreases the state's wolf population”. This is called stabilizing the population or managing

human-caused mortality to keep it stable. Our work under review at present [3], suggests a 27-33%

decrease in the wolf population since April 2020. Therefore by the common scientific interpretation of

the question, the February 2021 wolf-hunt was not sustainable because it did decrease the state wolf

population. This interpretation is also consistent with the four studies from other wolf populations cited

above (Fuller, Creel, Vucetich, Adams).

However, a common everyday use of sustain instead refers to withstanding. Can the Wisconsin wolf

population withstand another wolf-hunt or two? That is a different question and one that mingles value

judgments with scientific claims. Therefore, I end with a brief look at the NRB’s decisions in February

DNR does not deserve all the criticism for the many instances in which the recommended quota was not

conservative. Despite the explicit concern by the NRB that the quota be conservative,[18] there are two

additional aspects of the February 2021 wolf-hunt that, to a scientist, almost guaranteed over-shooting

the state quota. The first was the NRB countermanding the DNR recommendation on issuing 10 times

the quota in permits (which are opportunities to legally kill a wolf during the season) and deciding to

issue 20 times the quota. Because DNR reports being required by statute to alert hunters to impending

closures of a zone 24 hours before closing that zone, the high number of hunters holding permits who

might have killed wolves after a zonal quota raised the probability that the zonal quotas would be

exceeded.

The second decision made by the NRB and emphasized by the chair and at least one other NRB member

was to vote on a motion that specified no zone would be closed until the zonal quota was met. Keeping

zones open until zonal quotas are met can easily lead to over-shooting the statewide quota. A simple

example illustrates why this would be. If the statewide quota were met by over-shooting one or a few

zones, the entire wolf-hunt should (by law) end within 24 hours. But if an open zone were not closed

until its quota was met, the statewide death toll might continue to climb (as it did) before the statewide

wolf-hunt was closed. Therefore, coordinated effort across zones by hunters intent on killing more

wolves would not be stopped by DNR in the statutory 24 hour notice period. The alternative, and more

conservative approach would be to stop the wolf-hunt when the statewide quota was about to be met,

regardless of zonal quotas.

In setting the quota, the NRB[18] expressed concerns that zones would be closed too early, that hunters

would have to pay too much, that the wolf population was larger than scientists estimated, and that the

1999 state population goal had been exceeded in recent years. In the future, I recommend the NRB and

DNR  work more closely to achieve sustainable outcomes using scientifically cnservative criteria.
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Appendix 3  — Killing Wolves Does Not Raise Tolerance or Reduce Poaching

One sentence summary: The hypothesis that one can kill animals to conserve their populations requires

an indirect mechanism, which has failed to materialize in four independent tests on wolf populations.

1. Introduction

Just as the hydra sprouted two heads where Hercules had chopped off one, some ideas multiply and

regrow after decapitation. The idea that people need to kill a few animals to protect the rest (kill to

conserve) seems to be such an idea. Called ‘hunt to conserve’ when first exposed to scientific tests, the

idea has grown into newer notions sometimes called, ‘blood buys goodwill’ or ‘tolerance hunting’. The

underlying idea has deep roots and seems to reincarnate in a new form even if it fails a scientific test.

Here we offer opposed hypotheses for why the idea of ‘kill to conserve’ re-emerges in new guises. First,

we examine the idea stripped down to its essentials, and second, we present three parallel lines of

evidence from wolves that refute the newest variants sprouting from the idea.

Many readers might wonder at the counter-intuitive idea that killing an animal might help to protect the

survivors in its own population. We emphasize that we are not discussing killing used to eliminate a

diseased animal that threatens the health of other species, nor killing used to remove one species to

protect others as is commonly used with non-natives or super-abundant populations harming rarer ones.

We are examining the common claim of hunters and some government agencies[140] that one should kill a

few to save their fellows. In human affairs this statement only makes sense if the individual killed poses

an existential threat to other members of society and cannot be stopped feasibly in any other way. Take

for instance an individual transmitting a deadly pandemic or consider mass murderers, and one begins to

see the extremely rare circumstances in which killing the threatening individual might directly save

others In its own population. By contrast, the idea behind ‘kill to conserve’ typically involves killing the

average animal. And that average animal is doing what comes naturally to its species.

Similarly, people may claim they need to kill wild animals to avoid overpopulation and starvation of

those animals. Although decimation of animals may free up resources for the survivors, in the absence of

humans the effects of starvation, thirst, and disease decimate some but not all of a population in a

process called natural selection (since Darwin). It is vanishingly rare or even impossible that every wild

animal in a population takes too little nourishment to survive, so the entire population perishes. In

virtually every case, a subset of individuals die and a subset survive. Perhaps the dominant, the skilled,

or the lucky access enough resources to survive. Human inclination to step in and decimate animals is

simply an intervention by people for people, not a favor to animals or assistance to nature or some such

construction. The animals chosen for such mercy killing are usually considered desirable or undesirable

by the human killers and the survivors likewise chosen artificially. We might agree this is artificial

selection, but it is not conservation of the population being decimated. In sum, the introduction of

human value judgments in this field requires careful disentanglement, [36] lest we delude ourselves into

thinking we are helping others as we help ourselves.
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So, we return to the idea of killing a few to save many of their fellows. Setting aside the rhetorical ideas

of mass murderers, mass starvation, and pandemic disease, there is no direct benefit to the population

associated with killing one or a few of its members. Therefore the direct causal mechanism of kill to

conserve has been decapitated. One has to consider an indirect effect instead.

The fundamental assumption that one should kill the few to conserve the many requires that a

proponent identify the indirect benefit to its surviving fellows. When we consider indirect mechanisms

in conservation over the decades, we see regrowth of three different ideas about indirect causes.

One relatively new idea is ‘hunter self-restraint’. This idea mutated out of the widely acknowledged 19th

and 20th century rise of regulation of commercial hunting and the rise of the sportsmen and gentlemen

hunters, among whom President Teddy Roosevelt is often cited. [141, 142] As commercial hunting in the

United States and Canada was gradually driving edible wildlife extinct, the hunters who agreed to

restrain themselves and police and regulate those who did not, are credited with preventing over-kill. In

this formulation of kill to conserve, the elite white males generally could kill so as to conserve. Law

enforcement would not get credit for saving wildlife populations from overkill, but rather the credit

belongs with hunters who showed restraint. We have previously addressed doubts about this logic, [143]

which we can summarize by the same analogies used above. It is folly to credit the restraint of a mass

murderer or typhoid Mary, when the credit belongs with law enforcement and public health officials

respectively. Certainly, celebrate law-abiding hunters. But celebrate more effective laws. Over-killing is

prevented by stopping killing animals, not by the act of killing animals. We examine the indirect

mechanism further below.

The second re-sprouted hydra head is that animal killers contribute money or data to conservation

(hunting for conservation). This is a proper indirect causal connection between killing a few to conserve

the many. But is it enough? We examine the indirect mechanism further below.

The third new idea is that without being legally permitted to kill animals, some people will kill many

more illegally (blood buys goodwill). We examine the indirect mechanism further below.

These indirect mechanisms require evidence about human attitudes, and behavior in addition to

measures of animal survival and population persistence. Indirect mechanisms need careful scientific

evaluation, just as medicines do not reach the market based on correlation or epidemiological evidence

alone.

2. Hunter Self-restraint

North American and European governments managed to prevent extinction of numerous wildlife

populations (bison, white-tailed deer, Canada goose, and other popular so-called ‘game’ species that

people generally eat) by reducing commercial and unregulated killing by people among other

protections. We believe the latter fact is undisputed. Might not controls on over-kill like those for game

animals be effective in protecting non-game?
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Because the survivors of hunts sometimes live long enough to reproduce and the longer-term

reproduction may lead to the recovery of their populations, some observers have credited the hunters’

self-restraint that leaves survivors, rather than crediting the restraints imposed by rules and law

enforcers; [143] and disregarding the distinctions between ecologically minded hunters and others.[144]

Therefore, some commentators have promoted the permitted hunting that remains after regulations

limited over-kill as the important conservation intervention, rather than the regulatory mechanisms that

limited over-kill.[143]

Yet, frequent calls for reducing non-game, predator populations in the USA and Canada have led to

doubts that hunter self-restraint will protect wolves, grizzly bears, cougars, and other large carnivores

(which incidentally compete for the game that hunters prefer and sometimes eat domestic animals that

most of the public eats). Will hunters restrain themselves from killing predators to leave survivors that

might prevent local extinctions? Are government regulatory mechanisms enforced? And if enforced, are

they sufficient to conserve carnivore populations? These questions persist because humans kill most

large carnivores worldwide[145] and unregulated killing is the major source of death for wolves and

grizzlies in the USA.[26, 130, 146, 147] Therefore, hunter self-restraint is not obvious outside the writings of

Roosevelt and his gentlemanly ilk. [141] Also U.S. government policies for carnivores have repeatedly been

questioned on the grounds of sustainability. [23, 97, 148-150] So we are left wondering if hunters’ own

self-restraint is sufficient to prevent over-kill so it can be credited — in the absence of laws and their

enforcement — with conservation even of non-game species?

3. Hunting for Conservation?

Another common assertion about indirect interventions by hunters is the belief that money and

information contributed by hunting as an industry has been essential to government agencies charged by

law with conserving native species. The idea is that money and data have helped protect the animals

that survived hunts or their essential habitats, which has been reviewed critically for evidence.[144, 151] The

mere fact that some game species have enjoyed recoveries does not prove that hunting fees or data

helped protect the survivors. The issue of scientific information was studied by way of a survey of 667

North American management plans for hunted species. [100, 101] These authors revealed that an uncertain

number of hunters left an unknown number of surviving animals with unknown effects on their

populations, in a large majority of those plans. One may find a counter-example perhaps, e.g., [152] but

that does not outweigh the vast majority of 667 plans that lacked evidence that hunting data contributed

to management plans and without information about population abundance, hunter take, survival, it is

unclear how such plans advance conservation. [100, 101] Closely related and perhaps more persistent is the

suggestion that money paid directly by hunters went directly to conservation. [153] Believers will go to

great lengths to defend the claim, such as compiling lists of signatories and rebutting dozens of scientific

and ethical challenges, [154, 155] or presenting hunting as central to legal doctrines or ‘models’ of wildlife

conservation. [156, 157] The debate over sport or trophy hunting for conservation has raged on despite years

of systematic, scientific reviews lamenting the shortages of data [151, 158-162] and the hunting for

conservation idea has also sustained legal and social scientific challenges. [163-166]
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4. Blood Buys Goodwill?

The second idea is that the government must allow some killing or the frustrated would-be killers will

react angrily or retaliate systematically to commit over-kill. This idea itself sprouted two new notions.

’Blood buys goodwill’ and ‘tolerance killing’ have attracted scientific attention because proponents

assume that organizational or governmental policies can influence the rate of such killing to avoid

over-kill. [140, 167-170] For example, some decision-makers hypothesize that one can change the benefit-cost

valuation of an animal by changing the status of wildlife to a game species (tolerance killing) or by

permitting some legal killing so would-be unregulated killers desist (blood buys goodwill).

The strongest inference about whether policies that liberalize (legalize or expand) killing of animals

would buy goodwill or foster tolerance for conservation, would derive from a randomized, controlled

experiment testing the effect of a treatment that liberalized killing for some jurisdictions and not others.

This is called the gold standard in biomedical and other fields. The next best standard, which we have

called silver standard, [112] would analyze before-and-after comparison of intervention (BACI without

randomization). Statisticians have explained the resulting weakening of inference compared to the gold

standard. [171-173] Using the silver standard, data from wolves have been used repeatedly to test these

hypotheses ever since the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service ( USFWS) argued unsuccessfully in federal court in

2006 that blood buys goodwill and killing for tolerance would help recover endangered gray wolves [168]

and have resumed claiming this in 2020

(http://faculty.nelson.wisc.edu/treves/archive_BAS/Treves%20letter%20Frazer%20USFWS%20Sklar%20C

A%20FG%20Commission.pdf, which example I return to later. Five wolf populations have been studied to

test tolerance killing and blood buys goodwill (gray wolves in Finland, Scandinavia, and the upper

Midwest US, Mexican wolves in the southwest US, and red wolves in North Carolina, US).

5. Research On Wolves To Test Tolerance Killing And Blood Buys Goodwill

Although the motives of wolf-killers are not well understood, [174] attitudes toward wolves are

well-studied generally, [175] and intentions to kill predators illegally have been measured many times. [27,

176-179] Unregulated and often illegal wolf-killing is the major cause of death in every U.S. wolf population

studied [26], with similar patterns in Europe. [140, 180, 181] The predominant hypotheses for the motivation

to kill wolves illegally is competition for wild or domestic ungulates, resistance to government, or identity

group politics (peer group pressures) treating the wolf as a symbol of political rivalries. [174, 182-184] In 2014,

we presented a perspective on the state of knowledge about tolerance for predators [178]; namely that

economic benefit - cost perceptions of people was only one factor, and not necessarily the strongest,

shaping people's willingness to coexist peacefully with predators such as jaguars, wolves, and bears, e.g.,
[177] and that other factors such as government policies, peer group pressures, and instinctive emotional

responses might play even stronger roles in tolerance and intentions to kill predators. [178]
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Since 2015 and the last review, [178] many independent teams of investigators have generated three

parallel data streams on human attitudes, on hazard and incidence rates of individual wolves, and on

dynamics of populations of wolves in relation to policy changes that liberalized wolf-killing. If the

tolerance killing or blood buys goodwill notions have merit, these silver-standard tests using data on

humans and data on wolves should reveal their merit.

The idea that tolerance will change if wolves are managed lethally predicts that human attitudes are

associated with changing policies for legalizing or prohibiting legal wolf-killing. Since our 2014 review of

tolerance for predatory wildlife mentioned above, two studies with silver-standard designs have been

published. The first study led by Dr. Christine Browne-Nuñez used focus groups with mixed qualitative

and quantitative methods to show that relaxing U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA) protections for gray

wolves in Wisconsin led to calls for yet more wolf-killing and no apparent reduction in inclinations to kill

wolves illegally. [174] The second led by Jamie Hogberg used a mail-back survey to a panel of Wisconsin

residents who had been sampled three times previously since 2001. [47] She showed that average

tolerance for wolves declined after the first Wisconsin regulated public hunting, trapping, and hounding

season in 2012, but only significantly so among older males who had experience with hunting and lived

in wolf range (different from Ojibwe tribal members who were male, living in wolf range and familiar

with hunting. [49]

Hogberg’s result emerged from asking the same respondents the same questions at two time points

between which ESA protections had been lifted, and wolf-killing had been liberalized to include both

government agents killing problem wolves and public hunting and trapping, i.e., longitudinal measures of

the same individuals over time.[47] When she partitioned the data by those who had approved of

wolf-hunting in 2009, their tolerance showed the most significant decrease in objective measures (i.e.,

not asking them about their tolerance but asking them about attitudes and actions previously associated

with tolerance). [47] Therefore, she concluded that tolerance hunting was unlikely. Some have argued

from cross-sectional data and self-reported recollections of their tolerance`, that policies to liberalize

wolf-killing did lead to greater tolerance for wolves. One study claimed erroneously that self-reports

showed people were more tolerant of wolves after Montana implemented wolf-hunting but the study

actually showed that respondents reported more favorable views of the government policy not of

wolves. [185] More sophisticated studies have instead reported on cross-sectional measures of attitudes to

corroborate tolerance killing; [167, 186, 187] also see similar claims for bears[188] and opposing views. [189]

However, a longitudinal study and within-subjects analysis is needed to measure change in attitudes as

the hypothesis requires, whereas sampling two different populations at two time points leaves another

potentially confounding variable in place (in addition to time passing), if one unintentionally samples

slightly different demographic groups. Two such cross-sectional studies showed that tolerance for wolves

and approval for the ESA have increased or stayed stable over many years in the USA[190] and disapproval

of lethal management has risen.[191] But such studies do not reveal if policies affected the responses.

Hogberg et al. also compared self-reported tolerance before liberalized wolf-killing, using this question

’My tolerance for wolves would increase if people could hunt them’ (2009) to a similar self-report after
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the policy change in 2012, ‘My tolerance for wolves has increased since people can hunt them’[47]and

concluded as follows,

“In 2013, some wolf range residents self-reported an increase in their tolerance since people have

been allowed to hunt wolves (36%). These self-reports were inconsistent with the trend of

declining tolerance that we measured, and show disagreement between self-reports of tolerance

versus our multi-item construct of tolerance. Self-reports of tolerance that conflict with

measurements of tolerance emphasize the need for longitudinal measures over cross-sectional

measures, especially if different questionnaire items are compared across studies. Moreover, the

majority of respondents did not report their tolerance had increased or changed since the wolf

hunt. We cannot discern whether respondents were unaware of the changes we detected in their

own prior responses, or if our self-report question measured something other than change in

tolerance.” (at p. 7)/

Although Hogberg’s results like most surveys are correlational not causal, the before-and-after

comparison renders them stronger than one-time surveys correlated to respondent demographics or

self-reports. Regardless, the results do not support the tolerance hunting hypothesis, at least for the

demographic group thought most likely to respond positively. [47]

We are not aware of social scientific evidence supporting the idea that the average of individual

attitudes to predators changed to become more positive after killing was liberalized. We only know of

evidence to the contrary that liberalizing wolf-killing led to calls for more killing and lower tolerance for

wolves. [21, 47, 174] Because shifting social norms (in this case relaxing protections for wolves) and social

facilitation are very powerful factors in pro- and anti-environmental behaviors, [192, 193] understanding

both killing for conservation and illegal killing in opposition to conservation can benefit from tests and

applications of criminological theory and social psychological theory. [194-196] These fields teach us to

investigate the motivations of would-be wolf-killers and the opportunities they take. [27, 184, 197, 198] These

insights lead us to consider next the behaviors of wolf-killers and also test whether blood buys goodwill.

Since 2015, a series of studies using the silver standard examined the effect of policy changes on

individual wolf fates and the effect on the dynamics of several wolf populations, to test the main

element of the blood buys goodwill hypothesis. That element was the claim that illegal wolf-killing would

decrease if the government liberalized wolf-killing.

We begin in reverse chronological order because Dr. Francisco Santiago-Ávila’s dissertation[30] resolved a

scientific debate stoked by incomplete information. Prior studies estimated the hazards and incidences

of different endpoints (death or disappearance) among radio-collared gray wolves in Wisconsin from

1980-2012 and radio-collared Mexican wolves in Arizona and New Mexico, USA from 1998–2016

respectively. Both studies examined hazards and incidents in relation to repeated changes in policy from

strict protection to liberalized wolf-killing and back again. Both conducted time-to-event analyses that

examined the events experienced by radio-collared wolves as policies liberalizing wolf-killing, or

court-ordered reversals of those policies, changed 12 times in Wisconsin and four times in Mexican wolf
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range. They showed that incidence of reported illegal-killing was one-fifth and one-third the incidence of

disappearances, [31] [113] which were most plausibly dominated by cryptic poaching, a term coined for

illegal killing followed by destruction of evidence. Cryptic poaching provides insight into the motivations

behind illegal wolf-killing, so cryptic poaching and disappearances require further discussion.

Disappearances are likely dominated by cryptic poaching because the time to disappearance was

significantly briefer than for time to other causes of death, especially natural causes of death, hence

battery failure is an extremely unlikely explanation for the vast majority of gray Mexican, and red wolf

disappearances.[31, 113, 180, 199] Also, the disappearances rose significantly during periods of liberalized

wolf-killing, without any change in rates of vehicle collisions which one might expect if long-distance

migration explained the disappearances. [31, 113] Other studies corroborate that inference [180, 199] as does

independent evidence of wolf migration between Michigan and Wisconsin. [25] Finally, disappearances

rose during winter in Wisconsin independent of policy period and the seasonal effect most likely relates

to snow cover making wolf tracks easier to follow and perhaps reducing the risk posed by law

enforcement officials because people rarely use wolf habitats in winter in this temperate region. [31]

Cryptic poaching betrays a concern with law enforcement that bears on our topic.

The motivation to conceal evidence and destroy or tamper with radio-collars suggests wolf-killers were

more concerned with law enforcement during periods of liberalized wolf-killing than other periods. That

refines our understanding beyond an early hypothesis that stated, “When the government kills a

protected species, the perceived value of each individual of that species may decline. Liberalizing wolf

culling may have sent a negative message about the value of wolves or that poaching prohibitions would

not be enforced. ”[107] We can now discount the latter possibility from the two recent studies. [31, 113]

Indeed, one suggests the government sharing of radio-frequencies for the collars on the endangered

Mexican wolves encouraged cryptic poaching, perhaps to protect the owners of the land where the

wolves were killed or the recipients of the radio-frequencies. It is the disappearances of marked animals

in the USA and in Scandinavia, as cited above, that cast the most doubt on the notion that blood buys

goodwill. Because cryptic poaching spiked significantly during periods of liberalized killing, it appears that

blood begat more blood.

Next we address the putative counter-evidence. Analyses that fail to take into account the exposure time

of marked animals or ignore disappearances of marked animals as in cryptic poaching, enfold systematic,

biasing error that makes their estimates substantially inaccurate. [200] That systematic bias is substantially

larger than the effect the latter found which has been attributed to a shift from reported poaching to

cryptic poaching. [31] Indeed, one would expect disappearances of marked wolves to exceed reports of

illegally killed wolves given the disproportionate number of disappearances in U.S. wolf populations from

Alaska to the desert southwest. [26]

Another revival of blood buys goodwill has been mounted by a Scandinavian team[201] despite concerns

over both statistical and observational methods/ [29] We acknowledge the latter study is recent enough
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that the jury is still out on its accuracy and precision, but the straightforward interpretation of their

Figures suggests that disappearances of Scandinavian wolves rose sharply after periodic wolf-hunts

began. Also, our concerns over their model specifications have not been addressed to our satisfaction.
[29]

In sum, the silver-standard analyses of individual wolf survival over periods of changing policies on

wolf-killing do not support blood buys goodwill, and also seem to resolve years of scientific controversy

over studies of population dynamics of gray wolves, which suffered from incomplete information or

methods as we explain next.

Unlike the survival analyses on individual wolves above, analyses of population dynamics are particularly

prone to unsupported assumptions and confounding variables. [36, 202, 203] Although the idea that blood

buys goodwill was first tested by analyzing Wisconsin’s and Michigan’s wolf population dynamics, it

proved impossible to reject a potential confounding effect of density-dependence and a potential

confounding effect of poorly documented methods for wolf census. Each slow-down in population

growth seemed to coincide with a policy change that liberalized wolf-killing or a change in census

methods. [28, 36] The importance of the poorly documented changes in census methods relates to

uncertainty about the accuracy and precision of census methods overlooked by prior authors[133, 134] but

reported in other articles. [28, 36]

For Wisconsin’s wolves, Santiago-Ávila showed that hazard of reported, illegal wolf-killing (not

disappearances) was not associated with the policy periods with liberalized wolf-killing, but was

significantly associated with changes in wolf census methods. [31] The census period with the lowest rate

of wolves reported killed illegally was 1996-2000, a period without liberalized wolf-killing, when for the

first time, large numbers of civilian volunteers were engaged by the state government to track wolves for

winter censuses, usually without a state biologist accompanying and typically without radio-telemetry.
[28, 36] That suggests civilian wolf-trackers over five winters deterred reports of illegal wolf-killing without

changing cryptic poaching. Therefore, we infer that there were two categories of illegal wolf-killing in

Wisconsin 1980-2012. The first category rarely tried to destroy evidence and was deterred by the civilian

trackers (at least initially), so illegal killing that left evidence and a functioning transmitter decreased in

those years.; the second category was not deterred by the presence of civilian wolf-trackers engaged by

the state. One might go further and hypothesize that the second category was using specialized skills.

The skills and organization needed by the second category — to destroy a radio-collar, decapitate a wolf

to remove a collar (usually in winter), or to illegally transport a wolf carcass with a transmitting collar to a

safe location — were performed while civilian volunteers engaged by the state were conducting frequent

surveys. [204] These do not seem to be commonplace skills or organizations. Therefore, blood might not

buy goodwill in general or specifically for the second category of wolf-killers. We see yet another hydra

head preparing to grow in the kill to conserve corpus. Proponents might argue that one should liberalize

wolf-killing to appease the second category of wolf-killer that destroys evidence and seems undeterred

by wolf-census-takers in the field. An intuitive alternative would be to prosecute the latter rather than

appease them.
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Because of the muddied history of census methods, it is difficult to be confident that population

dynamics among the Michigan and Wisconsin wolves were altered by the policy or by negative,

density-dependence slowing reproduction, which strongly slows birth rates or increases mortality rates

as a population nears carrying capacity. Although there is legitimate uncertainty about

density-dependence in Wisconsin’s wolf population history[107-110, 114, 115] Mexican wolf data have recently

corroborated the finding that liberalizing wolf-killing slowed population growth independent of the

number of wolves killed legally and independent of potential negative density-dependence.

The endangered Mexican wolf population declined 23% during the first periods of liberalized wolf-killing

(2003-2009) and then experienced a period of decline or virtually no growth during the second period

(2014: 112 wolves dropped by 12.5% and then grew an average of 10% annually to recover to 118

wolves by 2017), and these precipitous drops and slow regrowths occurred despite no change in the

hazard or incidence of agency removals (lethal or relocation to captivity), which suggests an new source

of mortality had been added. [113]

In sum, the hydra’s new heads or ideas that ‘blood buys goodwill’ or ’tolerance killing’ are not supported

by the weight of evidence at present in any wolf population studied. However, we already see new

justifications for killing for conservation sprouting as ‘poaching is conservation’ [184, 197] or ‘blood appeases

dedicated wolf-killers’ alluded to above. We are also concerned that government agencies cling to the

rejected notions despite evidence and despite governing laws that require use of the best available

science. To wit, the USFWS claimed they should kill to conserve in federal court in 2006 and repeated the

claim in 2020.

6. Conclusion

A paradigm in science is a worldview that shapes the questions researchers ask and the methods they

use. Paradigms in science can be powerful and useful but they can also slow progress, even tragically so/
[214-216] Their resilience to disproof is a hallmark of paradigms. The convictions of the holders of the

paradigm are very hard to dislodge because of non-scientific reasons to do with personal investments

and relationships tied to the paradigm. Paradigms are notoriously hard to shift, as ween with the

millennia-old persistence of ‘balance in nature’ despite being resoundingly disproven since Darwin.

Historians of science have concluded that either generational change of scientists is needed to dislodge

such enduring myths or an absolutely incontrovertible test of the hypothesis must be published,

replicated, and withstand the inevitable and important scientific debate about its validity. We believe the

hydra of kill to conserve is near that threshold.
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Lethal methods of predator control have proven less effective than non-lethal methods. Lethal methods

have been subject to less rigorous experimental tests than have non-lethal methods. Lethal methods

have a higher risk of undesirable counterproductive effects of raising risk for livestock.

The above three statements are substantiated by the following ten systematic reviews by two dozen

scientists from a dozen countries. [112, 217-225]
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